Has Static Planning been
Consigned to History?
We may live in interesting times – has
this changed the rules for Financial
Planning and Analysis?

The time of the ‘Chinese Curse’…
Lately, with Brexit and the prospect of leaving
Europe without an agreement, we keep hearing
people refer to the supposed Chinese Curse “May you live in interesting times”.
Interestingly, it would seem that it’s not really a
Chinese Curse after all. But regardless of its
origins - there are no doubts that we are indeed
living in interesting times.
The kind of times where everything starts to
become uncertain. Uncertainty can create
doubt - and doubt creates fear. But uncertainty
drives investigation and creativity.

Those that thrive in ‘interesting times’ will be
those who can harness creativity and deliver a
new future.
One truth of which we can be in no doubt is that
uncertainty creates increased demand for
planning and analysis.
But can the Financial Planning and Analysis (FP
& A) function cope?

Under Pressure

With interesting times come greater pressures from
businesses on their financial planning & analytics
(FP&A) functions to drive their strategies.
Finance teams need the ability to confidently and
accurately predict the impact of internal and external
changes on both costs and profits.
The sooner businesses adapt to dynamic planning
processes, the greater amount of time they have to
adjust and deploy resources to overcome future
challenges.

The Paradigm Shift
From Data Jockeys to Business Drivers

Static Planning

Dynamic Planning

Archaeology – uncovering artefacts to better
understand the past

Futurology – identifying and understanding the
impact of new opportunities and risks

Coordinating a tangled spaghetti of linked
spreadsheets from multiple users in different
departments across the business

Automated loading of information from backend systems

Focused on data collection and validation

Focused on scenarios and ‘What-if?’ Planning?

Answering tactical questions

Identifying strategic the right strategic plays

Winning in the
age of ‘What if?’
Driving the business with
strategic insights about future
scenarios

Providing strategic insight in uncertain times requires
plans built using multi-dimensional models that describe
how the organisation operates.
Business Drivers and their relationships are discerned
through past results, trends and management intuition.
Spreadsheets struggle (or the team’s managing them
buckle under the strain of gathering the necessary inputs
from multiple sources) with multiple dimensions and
variations.
It requires the necessary data in the right places to begin
with so that the team can focus running the scenarios and
generating the insights.
Scenario based panning is not a replacement for
management perception but a tool that can be used to
guide profitable decision-making. Identifying alternate
actions to minimise risk or maximise performance.

Get future
focused or get
left behind

Dealing with interesting / uncertain times - for example the
impact of Brexit in whichever format it comes - could mean
multiple plans.
Managing complex scenarios and maintaining control is a big
task. Looking backwards won’t predict a new future.
As the pace of technological development heightens, as
consumer behaviour becomes increasingly dynamic and
economists continually revise their predictions the only forecast
that can be made with any confidence is continued uncertainty.
The only constant is change.
Organisations need to be looking at better ways of planning.
Time is short. Driver based planning, rolling forecasts, statistical
forecasting and multiple scenario comparison and analysis will be
vital tools if organisations are to reduce risk and be able to take
advantage of any opportunities that emerge, in a timely manner.
Standing still will mean getting left behind.

Picture this: A Smarter, Brighter Future
If you’re still using manual Excel spreadsheets
and processes for FP&A, it’s probably not
because you think these are the best tools for
the job.

Consider a different approach.
An approach where the month-end balances
without effort.

It’s likely that the team simply never gets the
opportunity to think about how they can change
the process because the cycle is never-ending.

Where financial planning and analysis is
dynamic and forward-focused. Where the team
have time to run scenarios that provide
powerful insights that drive the business
forward.

Why Don’t You ….

Talk to us, we know your pain – we can help.

Spitfire Analytics
We are finance professionals who specialise in
helping companies bring efficiency, speed and
agility to their Finance Teams.
We do this by designing and implementing the
automation of your planning, budgeting,
forecasting and analysis processes, using IBM®
Planning Analytics, powered by IBM TM1.

Get in touch:
Southgate 2,
Wilmslow Road,
Cheshire
SK8 3PW
www.spitfire-analytics.com
info@spitfire-analytics.com
+44 (0) 161 464 3687

